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LEARNING AT HOME  

Well done on another week of learning from home.  Feedback we are receiving is that it is getting easier as students 
and parents become more familiar with the TPS Home Learning Site, SeeSaw and Google Classroom.  The 
modifications with daily work, quick links that take students directly to tasks, more video and audio prompting, and 
giving guidance for parents - have all supported our students.  The addition of games, on-line programs, suggested 
timetables and other additional tasks gives scope for students to extend their learning.  Everyone - students, 
teachers and parents - are working hard together to keep that consistency and routine for our children. 

We can see by the submission of tasks that most students are completing work to the best of their ability.  Each 
teacher and specialist is monitoring the submission of work and recording each child’s submissions and level of 
understanding ready for when we eventually return to school.  There are still a number of students who have not 
submitted a task or on occasion submitted a blank task. You may receive a follow up email from a specialist teacher 
or year level teacher if this is the case.  Students from Years 3 to 6 may receive a message on Google Classroom. It is 
important that the students know that the teachers are checking work and recording effort and achievement. 

Thank you to parents who let teachers know if their child is unwell and unable to complete tasks on that day. 

At this stage until the Department of Education informs us, learning from home continues. We know that the 
National Cabinet meets again on Friday, so we will see what information comes from there.  We will update parents 
as soon as we receive information. 

 

ZOOM GET TOGETHER / MEETINGS 

As of Monday 11th of May, each Home Group teacher or pairs of Home Group teachers will conduct a Home Group 
Zoom Get Together/Meeting for the students in their Home Group/s once a week on a Monday or Tuesday 
depending on the year level. 

Each week you will be sent a Zoom Invitation via Compass email for your child to join. 

The Get Together/Meeting times are below. 

Monday 

Prep - 9.30am 

Year 1 -10.00am 

Year 2- 10.30am 

 

 

In addition to the newsletter, we have included instructions for you if you have not used Zoom before.  If you have, 
please note when you join your child to the Zoom Meeting you must enter your child’s first name and initial of the 
surname. For example:  Kate M 

This is not compulsory and we understand that some students may not be involved if they are not able to have their 
face viewed publicly for legal reasons. We ask that students are supervised by an adult whilst on the screen and 
that the student is the only one visible on the screen for the Home Group Get Together.  

Please ensure your child is dressed and the location in your home is appropriate for the meetings. The Zoom link  
must not be shared with anyone else for security reason.  If the meeting is compromised by an unknown source 
please leave the meeting for your child from your computer. 

 

 

 

 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

Tuesday 

Year 3 – 9.30am 

Year 4 – 10.00am 

Year 5 – 10.30am 

Year 6 – 11.30am 



 

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

KIDS HOPE 

If your child participates in the Kids Hope program, they have come up with a great way to stay connected to the 
student they work with during remote learning by introducing a pen pal approach to the program.  Please see the 
graphic below as to how it will work. 

 

We are hoping that letters will start coming through this week, as soon as we receive the letters from the mentors 
they will be forwarded on to a parent’s email address.  When responding to the pen pal letter, please send back to 
the school email address: 

tulliallan.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au 

YEAR 6 TO 7 APPLICATIONS TO SECONDARY COLLEGE  

The Year 6 to 7 Transition Information Pack for parents and carers of children at Government Schools and the 
Application Form for Year 7 Placement was sent home via email last week. 

The guide is very informative and contains all of the information you need to fill in the Application Form.  It is 
important that parents utilise the Department’s findmyschool website so you can locate your designated 
neighbourhood government school based on your permanent residential address. The website is the official and 
most up to date source of information on school zone maps.  

Please ensure you email the form to tulliallan.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au or return a hard copy of the form by Friday 
29th of May to our office.   

If you have any further queries about the Application Form, please contact your child’s Year 6 Home Group teacher 
- Mr Tong, Mrs Bartlett, Miss Pearce or Mrs Lodewyke. 

 

MOTHER’S DAY 

Happy Mother’s Day to all of our Tulliallan mums and special ladies such as Aunties and Grandmothers in our 
families.   The greatest gifts are smiles and kind words to let them know how much you appreciate them.  Have a 
lovely Sunday. 

 

Kathy Sharp 

mailto:tulliallan.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au


PREMIERS’ READING CHALLENGE 

Tulliallan Primary School has registered to take part in this year’s Premiers’ Reading Challenge.  If you would like 
your child to participate in the program this year, we are asking that you register your child by clicking on the link 
below.  The change to registering is due to students learning from home. 

  https://vprc.eduweb.vic.gov.au/home  

 
Attached in this newsletter is the welcome letter from our Premier and also a how-to document for registering 
called  ‘Registering school students as home-based readers’. 

 

 

BOOK CLUB  – VIRTUAL CATALOGUE  

This is the last week that you can order books for this edition 
of Book Club.  All orders must be done through LOOP while 
we are learning from home 

To access the virtual catalogue please use the link below. 

https://scholastic.com.au/book-club/virtual-catalogue-1/  

Once you have browsed the catalogue and made your 
selections, please order through the online ordering system 
called LOOP.  If you haven't already registered for LOOP I 
have attached the instructions.  We will not be accepting any 
orders at school; all orders must be done through LOOP. 
Orders for this catalogue need to be made by Friday May 8th.  
Once orders arrive at school we will advise families as to 
when pick up can occur. 

 

 

SCHOOL PHOTOS 

If we are able to conduct our school photos in Term 3, the 
date we now have is Friday July 17th.  We are unsure at the 
moment if it will be a normal photo session or whether 
individual photos will be taken to create a composite class 
photo.  We will keep you updated.   

 

MOTHER’S DAY 

Normally at this time of the year we are promoting our 
Mother’s Day raffle and stall, which of course will not  happen as normal.  We had ordered all the lovely gifts for  
our students to purchase for their mums, so we have  decided that when we get back to normal and we are all back 
at school we will celebrate our fabulous mums then.   

 

To all our wonderful mums, have a great day this Sunday, I hope you get spoilt.   

Enjoy your week. 

 

Lynne McDonald 

 

https://vprc.eduweb.vic.gov.au/home
https://scholastic.com.au/book-club/virtual-catalogue-1/


 

WELL-BEING REPORT 

As we continue our fourth week of Remote Learning we wanted to congratulate all of our parents and students for 
the hard work they have done in making it so successful. As we continue to introduce new functions and learning 
opportunities, we ask that you contact your home group teachers with any questions or queries. Remember, we 
are all in this together! 

STAYING HEALTHY 

When working or learning from home it is important to remember to look after your 
health. Here are some tips and ideas to maintain wellbeing while working remotely. 

Maintain a healthy diet. Eating a balanced diet is crucial to supporting physical 
development and healthy brain function. Including a healthy balance of fresh fruit, 
vegetables, grains, dairy, and meats helps all students to be their best. Encourage children 
to drink water regularly to hydrate during learning time and try to minimise excess sugars 
and processed snacks. 

Establish a regular exercise routine. When learning from home and socially isolating, it is common for students to 
experience reduced physical movement and exercise. Daily physical exercise boosts physical and mental health, 

helps children to concentrate and learn and helps to regulate sleep. The 
Department of Education, in collaboration with School Sports Victoria and 
the Melbourne Victory Football Club have produced a free resource ‘Kick it 
with Victory’ for parents and teachers to access to support children to 
remain active whilst learning from home. These resources are available at: 

https://gomvfc.com.au/mvfc-online-training/ 

 

Maintain a regular sleep routine. A regular bedtime routine is important to help children to maintain their physical 
and mental wellbeing. Going to sleep and getting up at the same time every day, as well as having a regular routine 
to go to sleep, such as reading a story before bed, helps promote healthy sleeping patterns. Further support and 
advice for sleeping problems are available at: 

https://www.sleephealthfoundation.org.au/pdfs/Behavioural-Sleep-Problems-Children.pdf  

Peter Wright 

Assistant Principal 

LEARN WITH ABC TV EDUCATION 

ABC TV Education have released educational shows on ABC Me (channel 23 
or channel 723 on Foxtel) with shows for Kindergarten, Primary and 
Secondary aged students. Each weekday the shows begin at 10am and run 
through to 3pm with a range of shows for English, Maths, Science, Art, 
Music, Dance, Drama, Geography, History, Civics and Citizenship, Languages, 
Design and Technology, Personal Development, Health, Physical Education 
and Current Affairs.  

Programs are also available at abc.net.au/iview.  Please find links below to 
the weekly schedules.  

Week 4:  

https://www.abc.net.au/cm/lb/12159436/data/broadcast-schedule-overview-wk-4-4-8-may-data.pdf 

Week 5/6: 

https://www.abc.net.au/cm/lb/12198278/data/abc-tv-education-broadcast-schedule-11---22-may-2020-data.pdf 

https://gomvfc.com.au/mvfc-online-training/
https://www.sleephealthfoundation.org.au/pdfs/Behavioural-Sleep-Problems-Children.pdf
https://www.abc.net.au/cm/lb/12159436/data/broadcast-schedule-overview-wk-4-4-8-may-data.pdf
https://www.abc.net.au/cm/lb/12198278/data/abc-tv-education-broadcast-schedule-11---22-may-2020-data.pdf


 

SCHOOL NEWS 

PREP 
Amazing work to our Prep students and families for completing another week of learning at home. We hope you 
have been enjoying some of the special teacher videos that we have been uploading over the past week. All of the 
teachers miss you and enjoy seeing all of the videos and pictures that you have posted on Seesaw. Here is some of 
the wonderful work that was uploaded in Week 3. Well done to everyone and keep up the good work! 

 

 

YEAR ONE 



YEAR THREE 

Wow, can you believe we are in Week 4 already?!  You all continue to amaze us with the new skills you are learning each week 
in both the daily tasks you are submitting and your ability to use different functions on Google Classroom. Give yourselves a 
pat on the back. Congratulations to our Bold Beginning Writing competition winners from Week 3 – Lewis (3A), Charlotte (3B), 
Aarav (3C), Arda (3D), Jaxson (3E), Qalisya (3F) and Aiden S (3F). Have a read of some of their entries below. 

It was really hard to pick just one winner as there were so many amazing entries. We can’t wait to read your Mighty Middle 
this week.  Keep up the fantastic effort Year 3, you’re doing amazing things! 

YEAR TWO 

This week in Year Two we started off the week looking at ANZAC Day and its meaning in our country. Later in the week 
students looked at writing narratives about superheros and making a bold beginning to hook the reader in. Our maths task 
saw students making addition board games (and as we heard our students won against their parents a lot!). Below we have 
some amazing work from our Year Two students. Storm (2C) did a great job on his maths garden set up. Sebastian (2D) did a 
fantastic job on his statistic bar graph. Mia (2E) made an amazing addition board game and Dulanya (2H) with her fantastic 
superhero narrative writing piece. 

A special message from Mrs Peterson:  

Our world has changed so much in just the last few months, 
Daily, we rely on technology, to learn and stay in touch, 

We have learnt to work collaboratively and have been the strongest team, 
Parents, teachers, guardians help us learn successfully, 

Some days might be harder than others, and that’s ok you see, 
Sometimes we need to take a walk, breathe in oxygen from trees, 

Most importantly, don’t forget to stop and eat your lunch, 
Just make sure that it’s healthy, so you can munch and munch, 

You should all be very proud right now with all the work you’ve done, 
You’ve risen to the challenge, and that will make you strong! 

So keep up the great work, you’ve already come so far, 
Each and everyone of you, is a TULLIALLAN STAR! 

 

Keep up the great work Year Two’s, all of the Year Two 
teachers are SO proud of the effort you’re putting in. Don’t 
forget, if you want your work featured in the newsletter you 
need to keep uploading to Seesaw! 

Charlotte: 

SLAM! “But darling” 

“Just no dad NO just i don't want to marry a prince OK,” shouted the candy princess. 

it was a sunny day at candy land and the candy princess went out to play with her friends, gum bear and can 

can. they were playing with the ball when the candy princess’s mum the candy queen came to take the candy 

princess back home when the candy princess shouted” NO I WON’T!”  

“But dear there is a really bad monster on the loose and it's dangerous so you're coming with me”,yelled her 

mum. 

”Mum i will be fine trust me.” 

 

Aarav: 

“Oh no!”cried Koko the gingerbread boy as he ran through the enchanted forest. It was a very hot and sunny 

day and his icing was melting!!  He saw a castle and he went inside it to get away from the sun.  Mordex the wolf 

heard him and followed him.  Koko’s friend Maya and her puppy Pug heard him as well and followed him. They 

did not know that it was the evil witch Grooba’s castle. 

 

Aiden S: 

Have you ever been so lonely at school with no one to play with?  A boy named Hans was so excited to go to his 

first day of school.  He asked his mom to help him pack all of the things that he needed for school.  He ate 

toasted bread with cheese and a cup of hot milo then he brushed his teeth and looked at the mirror.  Mom I’m 

ready! He shouted.  



YEAR FIVE 

Over the last week the Year Five Learning 
Community have been working hard to finish our 
narrative writing. We are looking forward to 
reading stories such as ‘The Lost Child’ and ‘On a 
String’. We have enjoyed sharing stories and 
pictures of our pets in our Fur Babies slide show 
and have completed passion projects about 
tennis, space, dancing and a variety of other 
interests. Carissa, Aun and Shakya have 
completed some terrific tasks in Reading and 
Baylin, Shevvonn, Jeevan and Jap have shown 
terrific persistence with their Maths tasks. The 
Year Five students love completing their specialist 
tasks and showing off their PE skills too! What an 
amazing Learning community. Well done Year 
Five.  

 

 

YEAR FOUR 

Another full week of remote learning has been completed. Congratulations!  We love seeing all of you online and 
engaging with the learning tasks. It has been a busy week of learning about how to write a factual recount, the 
importance of place value and thinking about what you are reading. In particular thinking about connections you 
can make to the book and what the author's purpose is. Well done, fantastic efforts this week Year 4. 
 

Please continue to keep uploading your work and look out for our morning announcements and 
your daily question.  
Remember to take breaks during the day and get away from that screen to look after your 
eyes. We don’t want you to have square eyes when you come back to school like Spongebob!  

           

Alika 4A    Sonakshi 4C 

Finding numbers  Practising her deep  

    breathing  
    

 

Kiara 4E  Erel 4B  

Note taking about  Making 

The Wave Hill   connections 

Walk Off     



YEAR SIX 

Narrative Writing 

Year 6 students have been working on developing setting and characters for their narrative writing pieces. Below 
are some samples of what they have produced. We have been focusing on: 
 Word choice 
 Using a variety of simple, compound and complex sentences 
 Descriptive language 
 Figurative language.  
 
Rumours had been speculating for a while now so it was no surprise that everywhere I’d go in this place I’d be 
stared at. No one could understand the situation I was in. I was the one who lost it all. The rookie who had risen 
her way to the top, earning the title of being the ace had just toppled her way to the bottom in this cruel hierarchy. 
My dignity had been crushed, my rank, my passion for this world, I was no longer the bright person I was. I don’t 
think I’m even the same person anymore. It seems like there is a dark shadow following me everywhere and those 
who I once called friends had completely haunted me. After a while I was practically invisible. I stayed out of 
others' way to not get into trouble. I always wore a dark black hoodie covering my face. It was so shameful but 
what other choice did I have? I was now nothing more than a simple slave for others. 
By Hershey  
 
It was Christmas morning and all the children in the house ran down to the Christmas tree to gather around and 
give presents to each other. The Christmas tree was big and green wrapped in colourful flashing lights with lots of 
homemade decorations scattered everywhere with a bright gold star on top. The presents were wrapped in 
colourful wrapping paper with gold ribbon on each present. There was a plate with a half-eaten sugar cookie and a 
half-drunken glass of milk on it. All the children were feeling warm and bubbly while singing Christmas carols and 
playing the piano. The fire was crackling in the fireplace, the stockings were swaying away from the heat and Father 
Christmas’s bells were jingling all the way back to the north pole. 
By Brooke  
 
Benjamin woke up at 8:00, to join his school tech project. He chose to do a small robot machine that helps clean 
the house. But as he shuffled over to his desk, he saw no sign of the robot. Not even a lemon yellow stain. He was 
panicking, that he might not even be able to participate. He scaled down the stairs and hurried to find the robot, he 
could smell the paint of the robot but didn’t have a clue of where it could be. After investigating everywhere, he 
heard rattling in the kitchen. He speeded in, and saw mum with the robot. She was using it to clean the house. 
By Vihanga  

S.R.C 



SPECIALISTS 

ART 

 

MANDARIN 

MUSIC 

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

 

 

STEM 

-ARTIST OF THE WEEK- 

 

 

 
Ashlisha - Year 6 

Over the three weeks of Home Learning, Ashlisha has 
produced a fantastic range of Artworks. She has used a 
variety of materials to create her Art pieces. 

Wonderful work Ashlisha :)! 

This week in Mandarin Year 6 were asked to 

practise how to say some countries and nationalities.  

It was great to see how everyone shared their  

flag and also the sentence to talk about where they are from! 

This week in Music Prep-Year 2 students are continuing to learn about high and low sounds and Year 3-6 
students are continuing their work on Ukulele’s and correctly labelling strings and notes. We have been so 
impressed with the work that is being produced. It was amazing to see all those lovely videos of students 
playing their very own glass xylophones. 

Here are some photos of students work. 

Thank you and keep safe. 

Mr K and Miss J 

Well done to those students who practised their kicking skills last week! It was great to see how many of you improvised 
using socks, jumpers, a plastic bottle, rolled up paper or a balloon if you didn't have a ball. Fantastic job, keep up the great 
work! 

 This week in STEM the Year 3-6’s have been learning how to apply design thinking by 
designing chairs for the different characters on the Simpsons TV show. Thalia Balaba 
in 5B made this beautifully designed chair for Ralph. We would like to thank 
everyone for their effort this week. From Mr. Pattison and Miss Sutherland. 



CAPTAIN’S CORNER 

Welcome to the Tulliallan Captain’s Corner! In this space, we will share with you some of the thoughts and ideas of 
our twelve school and house captains. They are a fun and witty bunch who are often thoughtful and measured in 
their interactions. Like you, they have a plethora of interests that range from their concern for the environment 
and the belief that any change comes through their actions, to any new food that should appear on our canteen 
menu. Over these several weeks, the captains will take turns to share with you their response to a few questions 
that were put to them.  

 

Hershey M – School Captain 

How have you been coping with online school and are there any tips you could share with others? 

Online school can be challenging as it’s a new experience for everyone. There is sufficient work given and we’re 
settling into a comfortable pace. One of the things that has helped me cope with online learning is to take 5 min 
breaks every 30 mins to an hour, because if we overload ourselves, our brains don’t process information as well as 
they could and it’ll easily be forgotten. Another thing that I do if I’m stressed is to listen to music or eat/drink. 

 

What interests and hobbies do you have? 

I like basketball, netball and volleyball, but my biggest hobby is drawing. I usually like drawing people and doing  

portraits. 

 

If you had to choose a food item to represent who you are, what would you be? 

A Hershey’s chocolate bar – flavoured Cookies and Cream. I chose it because I am named after the chocolate itself 
and Cookies and Cream is my favourite flavour! 

 

Roshan R – School Captain 

How have you been coping with online school and are there any tips you could share with others? 

So far I am trying to give my level best, and in these last few weeks I’ve settled into a good routine. My tip is to just 
relax, let your mind settle, and know that you can give your very best to the work that is at hand. You’re still at 
school, just school from home and your mum is there to remind you to eat your breakfast! Creating a timetable for 
yourself would also be useful. Enjoy this time that we have, stay safe and stay strong. We can all get through this 
challenging time together. 

 

What interests and hobbies do you have? 

I love sports, with cricket and soccer being my favourite. 

 

If you had to choose a food item to represent who you are, what would you be? 

An apple, because I love eating apples and red is my second favourite colour. 

 



 



 

COMMUNITY NEWS 


